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Englishwoman Caroline vendor met Marcello Manzo at a Halloween social gathering in London
within the mid-seventies. even if she spoke little Italian and he spoke virtually no English, the
chemistry among them was once undeniable, and it wasn’t lengthy prior to Caroline used to be
invited to go to Marcello's kin in Mazara del Vallo, Sicily. A large, eccentric, and loving extended
family dwelling in a magnificent, crumbling villa, Santa Maria, the Manzos welcomed Caroline
warmly, and shortly she and Marcello have been married. jointly they traveled the area and
commenced a family, yet via it Casa Nostra: A Home in Sicily all, Santa Maria used to be by no
means faraway from their thoughts. So whilst the Manzo brothers united to save lots of the
family's deteriorating estate, Marcello and Caroline eagerly signed directly to the project—not
completely ready for what they have been getting into!As obvious during the eyes of Caroline
vendor Manzo—an outsider who's usually shocked and constantly overjoyed through her Italian
relations and followed hometown—Casa Nostra is the pleasing tale Casa Nostra: A Home in
Sicily of a villa's difficult, excellent rebirth and a party of the original good looks and background
of western Sicily and its people.
an excellent little book. I a great deal loved researching Caroline vendor Manzo's trip as she
discovers her new Sicilian family, tradition and home.
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